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The photo taken on May 29, 2021 shows a woman taking photos during a
Pepe the Frog exhibition at a shopping mall in Beijing. —AFP photos

Ground down by the sapping realities
of modern city life, China’s youth are
“lying flat”, the latest buzzword for

those tapping out of a culture of endless
work with little reward. With growing
inequality and rising costs of living nudging
traditional markers of success out of reach,
some young people are choosing to do the
bare minimum at work, dialing back the go-
getting aspirations their parents once har-
bored. “Tang ping” - or “lying flat” - has
emerged as the latest Internet-crafted prin-
ciple to navigate the pains of finding a job
among thousands of applicants, plodding
through long days and then paying exorbi-
tant rents in China’s oversubscribed cities.

After a four-month trawl for work Wang,
24, said “lying flat” chimed with him when he
realized his college classmate had been giv-
en a leg-up into his family business.
“Sending resumes was like fishing for a nee-
dle in the ocean,” Wang, a lab technician,
said giving only one name. “You’re beaten
up by society and just want a more relaxed
life... ‘lying flat’ is not waiting to die. I still
work, but just don’t overstretch.” Percolating
through social media and harvested from all
areas of culture, China’s youth finds near-
weekly expression in new terms, memes and
anti-heroes.

‘Lying flat’ appears to have emerged from
a now-deleted post on Chinese forum Tieba
after an anonymous poster wrote “lying flat
is my wise men’s movement”. A debate on
the meaning has attracted hundreds of mil-
lions of hits on Weibo, while the term has
provoked admonishments from academics
and state media. 

For 24-year-old human resources worker
Lin, “lying flat” has caught the mood as
“young people can’t become ‘winners in life’

who buy cars, apartments, get married and
have children”. “So they choose to lower
their goals and reduce their desires,” she
added, giving only a surname. Others praise
the concept of reclaiming more attainable
goals while stopping to smell the roses.
“Isn’t it wonderful if basic needs are met and
people live in a more relaxed way?” said
47-year-old freelancer Lucy Lu.

‘Sang Culture’ 
Last year’s buzzword for the burgeoning

ranks of dispossessed was “involution”-a
tag describing a student at Tsinghua
University who was videoed riding a bicycle
while using his laptop.  It is now part of the
daily vernacular covering the treadmill of
modern life, especially in hyper-competitive
cities. The average recruitment salary for
fresh graduates is around $1,000 a month,
yet rent in Beijing can easily exceed half that
amount. 

The mood of disenchantment is covered
by an umbrella term - “Sang culture” -
which began as a self-deprecating subcul-
ture for post-90s youth expressing a sense
of defeatism. It is has entered the main-
stream with millennials increasingly aware of
a “glass ceiling obstructing their upward
mobility”, according to K Cohen Tan, an
academic at the University of Nottingham
Ningbo China.

An early Sang icon was Pepe the Frog,
called “sad frog” in China, whose memes
conveyed their disillusionment-unlike its
adoption as an alt-right symbol in the US.
By April, a new Sang culture anti-hero
emerged from a boyband reality show.
Russian Vladislav Ivanov, 27, joined the
show by accident and made it to the finals
despite pleading with fans to vote him off.

Unable to leave without breaching his con-
tract, he performed limply in contrast to the
fame-getting format, telling fans: “Don’t love
me, you’ll get no results.” 

But his on-screen persona captured the
widespread feeling of wage-slavedom - and
brought fame and endorsements. Tan
believes the malaise sweeping across the
urban youth ultimately ties back to an age-
old search for value in life. “The difference
lies in whether one feels they are grist to the
corporate mill by creating value for others,”
he said.

‘Roll up your sleeves’
‘Lying flat’ seemingly runs counter to the

dynamic society cajoled in the rhetoric of
President Xi Jinping, whose mantra for soci-
ety is to “roll up your sleeves and work
hard”. The connotations of defeatism or
docility also clash with generational values
in a country whose elders have experienced
extremes of poverty, hunger and violence
and have often clawed their way up the
social ladder. The ‘lying flat’ concept is “an
extremely irresponsible attitude that not
only disappoints one’s parents but also hun-
dreds and millions of taxpayers,” said
Tsinghua University professor Li Fengliang. 

He argued that people can still achieve
social mobility through competition. A wide-
ly circulated clip showed host Bai Yansong
questioning if young people just wanted
“very low property prices, to find work any-
how, and to have no stress whatsoever”.
“Surely not?” he asked. State-run Xinhua
news agency took a swing at “tang ping”
culture, publishing a video of a scientist’s 12-
hour workday, accompanied by a now-
removed hashtag “the 86-year-old scientist
who rejects lying flat”. —AFP

China’s disenchanted youth ‘lie flat’ to cope with modern life

A woman visits the Pepe the Frog exhibition. A man sits in front of a poster of Pepe the Frog.

This photo taken on June 3, 2021 shows people cycling along a street dur-
ing rush hour in Beijing. 

This photo taken on June 2, 2021 shows commuters at the subway during
rush hour in Beijing.

London taxi driver Barry Ivens, 53, poses for a photograph next to his cab in
central London on May 27, 2021. —AFP photos

Ivens drives his cab in central London.

Barry Ivens, who has been driving
London’s iconic black taxi cabs for a
quarter of a century, has never experi-

enced anything like the past tumultuous year in
the British capital. As waves of coronavirus
swept the country and lockdowns wrought hav-
oc on his industry, the 53-year-old said the
financial and mental anguish had “taken its toll”.

“It’s been really hard,” Ivens told AFP from
behind the wheel, as he plied the still-quiet
streets of central London looking for customers.
He has relied on everything from repayment
holidays on his mortgage and cab to govern-
ment financial support schemes, and feels lucky
to be alive given COVID-19 has caused nearly
128,000 deaths in Britain.

However, Ivens - one of 15 members of Black
Taxi Tour London, a collective offering bespoke
guided tours alongside regular rides - has also
sorely missed the social side of his work.
“You’re almost a showman for London,” he said.
“You miss that all the time, so your mental
health has really gone through it. “All I keep
thinking is: I’m still here, I’m still driving the
cab, my family’s alright, let’s keep going. It’s like
the wartime attitude that my nan (grandmother)
used to have.”

‘Green shoots’ 
As Britain gradually eases its restrictions and

customers slowly return, London’s thousands of
cabbies are praying the worst is finally behind
them. Ivens believes business is back at around
two-thirds of pre-pandemic levels, but notes that
is barely sustainable. “That’s my profit margin -
that top one-third pays for life, basically,” he said. 

Steve McNamara, of the Licensed Taxi
Drivers’ Association (LTDA), said the industry
is “hopeful” and can see “the green shoots”. But
drivers have drained any savings to survive the

past year, he said. “Any slack’s gone,” he added.
“And any slack’s gone for (Prime Minister) Boris
(Johnson) as well. If he tries to lock us down
again, I think he’s going to be looking for a dif-
ferent job.” 

Official statistics show the number of black
cab licenses dropped nearly 5,000 over the
past year, to around 13,700. Newspaper pic-
tures published worldwide last year showed a
sea of abandoned cabs parked up in a field east
of London. “A lot of guys have scrapped vehi-
cles, sold vehicles, de-licensed vehicles,”
McNamara said. “We’ve heard awful stories:

Vehicles being repossessed, bailiffs knocking at
doors.” 

The figures are fueling fears of a future short-
fall in cabs if the return to normality proceeds as
planned. “As and when things start to pick up
eventually, and I think that’ll be September...
there’s going to be a massive shortage of cabs,
undoubtedly,” McNamara added. But some driv-
ers worry that work-from-home arrangements
could be largely here to stay. “They’re coming
back in dribs and drabs but the biggest concern
for cab drivers is that people are only going to
work two to three days,” said 59-year-old Paul, a

20-year black taxi veteran. “You can’t count
your chickens in this job.”

‘Londoners at heart’ 
Another major ingredient still missing for

black cab drivers’ income is foreign visitors.
Tourists are currently hard to find in Britain,
which requires 10 days of quarantine from most
destinations, in hotels for people from countries
with the worst rates of coronavirus infection.
“The only bit of tourism you get is someone
who’s a bit bored up in Leicestershire (central
England), who will come down and have a week-
end here,” said Ivens.

“London needs people from abroad - this is
an international city,” he added, driving through
the once-bustling district of Covent Garden.
“Look at these coffee shops here,” Ivens added,
gesturing at a largely deserted cafe. “I’ve seen it
(with queues) out the door at lunchtime.”
McNamara, of the LTDA, believes the eventual
return of tourists will make “a massive difference”
to his members, and in the meantime “things will
continue to pick up”.

But after years of being undercut by cheaper
ride-hailing apps such as Uber, and now hit by
the pandemic, some fear for the future of
London’s black taxi industry. Famed globally,
drivers of the bulbous cabs - which were origi-
nally designed to accommodate a passenger in a
top hat - have all had to pass a fiendishly difficult
exam called “The Knowledge”.

Testing their recall of streets, routes and land-
marks purely from memory, it is seen as giving
the capital uniquely qualified drivers, but takes
years of study, effort and money. “You have to
keep these professions going - that’s what
London was built on,” said Ivens, who comes
from a family of cabbies. “We are Londoners, and
we have Londoners at heart.” —AFP

Sex attack survivors 
praise Bafta-tipped 
‘I May Destroy You’

The hard-hitting British television series “I May Destroy You”, which
depicts the impact of a sexual assault on a young woman, has won
praise from real-life survivors of sexual violence. The show, nominat-

ed for several of the UK’s prestigious Bafta TV awards handed out yester-
day, chronicles a successful young black blogger and novelist piecing
together details of the attack she suffered while at a London bar with
friends.

The series “changed my life”, said Karan Tripathi, a 25-year-old Indian
man who was sexually harassed at work. It was only after watching the
show that he acknowledged he was a victim, Tripathi said. The series,
which aired on the BBC and HBO in 2020, was written and directed by
Michaela Coel, who also stars as the heroine Arabella. It is largely based on
Coel’s own life experiences.

In a dozen intense episodes, Coel spares no blushes with her frank
depiction of banal yet violent encounters. The show raises questions about
the notion of sexual consent, particularly in the LGBTQ community, and
strikes a powerful chord with survivors of violence. Tripathi said the show
helped him see he was a victim after a superior at work sexually harassed
him and demanded favors from him.

“In my head I was like: ‘Okay, does it even qualify... Because at that
moment I froze. I just couldn’t do anything. I couldn’t resist,” recalled Tripathi,
who is gay. “The show’s helped me to answer that question,” he added, not-
ing in India there is no legal recognition that a man can suffer sexual harass-
ment. The show “gave me the courage to, you know, own up to things that I
felt would make me vulnerable,” he said. “It gave me a voice, it gave me a
language, it gave me the grammar to talk about sexual harassment.”

‘Demanding justice’ 
Tripathi learnt of the show from discussion in social media when it

failed to win any nominations for the US Golden Globes awarded in March,
despite calls for greater diversity. However, the Bafta TV ceremony saw the
show nominated in six categories - Coel for best actress, while Paapa
Essiedu for best actor for his performance as Arabella’s gay best friend
who himself has experienced sexual assault by a Grindr date.

The acclaim for the show is well-deserved, said Marie Albert, a 26-
year-old French journalist and feminist. “I don’t remember ever seeing any-
thing so empowering before,” she said, adding that it made her “feel really
justified in demanding justice” over sexual attacks against her. Albert said
that after watching the show, she gathered up the courage to report the
assaults in February, realizing she “could not go back to life as it was
before”. Albert said she reported incidents of domestic violence, sexual
assault and harassment at work. She also reported she had been raped,
something she only acknowledged while watching an episode of the show
about “stealthing”.

‘Cathartic’ 
While sexual violence is “far too often... used as a plot device to elicit

drama”, this show is “helpful and inspiring for survivors”, said a spokesman
for The Survivors’ Trust, a British umbrella agency for rape and sexual
abuse services. The show portrays its heroine Arabella as “flawed and real-
istic”, he added, rather than making her “the typical victim stereotype”. The
show’s finale is a “cathartic experience”, according to the spokesman,
sending the message that “although we cannot change the events that hap-
pen to us, we can move past them in our own way”. 

Albert said: “These aren’t stereotyped situations of assault, but the
banal situations that I’ve been in,” stressing that these are shown “with a lot
of nuance, so that an attacker can in turn be assaulted.” Tripathi also
praised the series for depicting events in a way that is “authentic” and “just
the way it is”. The show “transcends cultures”, he added. —AFP

London’s cabbies hope to fare better after COVID


